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America Luna Secretary
1- Forceful rejection to the interventions of the U.S.A. in the towns of the world,
standing out that the occupations in South Korea, Haiti, Palestine, Iraq… It has
accelerated the organization of the women to decidedly face the violations of his
human Rights.
2- To create an international communications network to produce ciclical uprisings
and analyses constantly
3- One sets out to create a bottom of international financing that supports the
political activities of the left women, exploded, pressed at world-wide level.
4- We characterized that within the general crisis of Capitalism, the abuse to the
women in the countries capitalist, dominated political and ideologically by the
U.S.A. they are: the traffic of people, sexual slavery, infantile prostitution,
operation in the work (woman wins less up to 50% of the settled down minimum
wage), among others.
5- Proposal: To analyze to depth under the materialistic conception, which happens
in Tunisia, Egypt, Afghanistan, like the one of Libya, who show diametrically
opposite realities, since the same prescription wanted to apply it in Venezuela
(Maracaibo), to seize of petroleum and they were with a town united around the
leadership of President Chávez.
6- In Germany for being an imperialistic country is developed the fight of classes,
the population wishes that the imperial troops of Germany leave the invaded
countries. Voluntarily a professional military man enters itself the army creating,
being outlined changes in the wars.
7- There are countries where the woman is born under the flags of the war
(Colombia…), always taking the worse part like the displacement, uprooting, it
tortures, threats, we must fight to demolish the patriarchy one.
8- In most of the Latin American countries there is no sort fairness, the woman
does not have the same possibility of working that the men, reason why we must
fight by the new mother country and the socialism.
9- A document from support to Libya sets out.
10- To educate to the woman the proletarian power.
11- Progressive governments in Latin America exist who have made visible to the
women.

